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Fast-track your virtual environment with our discounted quick-start packages.
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Virtual Quick Start Package
MEDIASITE VIDEO CLOUD
up to 1,000 hours of content free
Mediasite Video Cloud scales quickly to accommodate your new viewership and 
storage needs, allowing you to quickly create your own enterprise or campus video 
library. It’s the most automated and secure system for creating, publishing, searching 
and managing all your video.

MY MEDIASITE WITH EASY-TO-USE PERSONAL CAPTURE 
unlimited
Create great looking videos, screencasts and slideshows, wherever you are 
in a snap. From demos and video training to flipped classes, lectures and 
assignments, everything you need is in one simple-to-use tool. 
• Users have the flexibility and freedom to take control of their own content
• Administrators complement room capture with “anywhere” capture — without 

sacrificing security or manageability
• Organizations reap the learning and training benefits of user-generated content 

and viewer engagement
• Plus, an enhanced UI allows for easy sharing and embedding of videos

Hardware Quick Start Package
MEDIASITE RL MINI RECORDER
with live license
The plug-and-play Mediasite RL Mini makes it easy and affordable to equip smaller 
teaching and learning spaces, or rooms without built in AV sources, with automated 
video capture. Simply mount the RL Mini anywhere, connect your camera and 
content source, and you’re ready to schedule recordings. Mediasite RL Mini’s 
capture-to-publish workflows guarantee you never miss a teaching, training or 
learning moment.

MEDIASITE VIDEO CLOUD
up to 1,000 hours of content free
Mediasite Video Cloud scales quickly to accommodate your new viewership and 
storage needs, allowing you to quickly create your own enterprise or campus video 
library. It’s the most automated and secure system for creating, publishing, searching 
and managing all your video.

MY MEDIASITE WITH EASY-TO-USE PERSONAL CAPTURE 
5 licenses
All content is immediately published to your Mediasite Video Platform or Mediasite 
Video Cloud, providing everything you need to manage, secure, share, search and 
track your video.
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Both Packages Include
ZOOM MARKETPLACE INTEGRATION
Mediasite users can turn Zoom recordings from meetings and classes into rich, 
searchable and easily shareable on-demand videos — all in one central and secure 
place with their other video. 
• Mediasite downloads your Zoom meetings then routes the content to the user’s 

personal folder in Mediasite 
• Users can access and share the video as needed
• Retain the rich functionality of a Mediasite video, including closed captioning, 

transcription, search, interactivity, engagement, editing sand back-end analytics to 
gauge viewer behavior

MY MEDIASITE BOOT CAMP
Accelerate your Mediasite proficiency with our personalized, intensive one-day 
online training course. Our boot camps are great solutions for getting up and 
running quickly. 

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION
One-hour consultation with a member of our professional services team to 
introduce you to the system

MEDIASITEU
Unlimited access to our free training portal, MediasiteU. 

Get Started Today
Mediasite scales quickly to accommodate your 
new viewership and storage needs. Act now 
to fast-track your virtual environment with our 
discounted quick-start packages.
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